Whole slide imaging in pathology: advantages, limitations, and emerging perspectives
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Abstract: Significant technologic gains have led to the adoption of innovative digital imaging solutions in pathology. Whole slide imaging (WSI), which refers to scanning of conventional glass slides in order to produce digital slides, is the most recent imaging modality being employed by pathology departments worldwide. WSI continues to gain traction among pathologists for diagnostic, educational, and research purposes. This article provides a technologic review of WSI platforms and covers clinical and nonclinical pathology applications of these imaging systems. Barriers to adoption of WSI include limiting technology, image quality, problems with scanning all materials (eg, cytology slides), cost, digital slide storage, inability to handle high-throughput routine work, regulatory barriers, ergonomics, and pathologists’ reluctance. Emerging issues related to clinical validation, standardization, and forthcoming advances in the field are also addressed.
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Introduction

The era of digital pathology continues to evolve at a rapid pace, primarily driven by developments in technology. Persistent gains in computer processing power, data transfer speeds, advances in software, and cloud storage solutions have enabled the use of digital images for a wide variety of purposes in pathology. As a result, pathology departments have begun utilizing digital imaging for simple tasks (eg, image archiving) and more complex undertakings (eg, telepathology, image analysis).¹⁻⁹ Digital imaging modalities have shifted from using cameras to acquire static images toward whole slide imaging (WSI), which is a relatively novel technology.¹⁰

WSI, also commonly referred to as “virtual microscopy”, aims to emulate conventional light microscopy in a computer-generated manner. Practically speaking, WSI consists of two processes. The first process utilizes specialized hardware (scanner) to digitize glass slides, which generates a large representative digital image (so-called “digital slide”). The second process employs specialized software (ie, virtual slide viewer)⁵,⁶ to view and/or analyze these enormous digital files. Figure 1 shows an example of a contemporary WSI scanner and virtual slide viewer. During the last decade, a wide range of commercially available WSI instruments have been developed. A list of common WSI systems and their respective vendors is provided in Table 1. These devices are meant to meet the needs of a diverse user base. A list of differences between selected WSI systems is provided in Table 2.
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The aim of this article is to review the technology and demonstrate the use of WSI for various clinical and non-clinical uses in pathology. Emerging issues related to clinical validation of these digital imaging systems and recent advances in the field are also addressed.

History
The first WSI scanners, introduced in the late 1990s, were quite primitive compared with their contemporary counterparts. Prior to the introduction of WSI, digital imaging in anatomic pathology relied largely on microscope-mounted cameras to produce “static” digital images. These static images were of limited clinical utility because they captured only specific regions of a glass slide. Robotic microscopy was accordingly utilized because it allowed the telepathologist to remotely review an entire glass slide. Such stand-alone robotic systems are no longer vendor supported and are therefore infrequently being used today. Robotic microscopic capability, however, has begun to be incorporated into several WSI scanners. WSI technology was inspired by pioneering efforts to achieve high-resolution scanning of an entire glass slide. In 1997, Ferreira et al created a virtual microscope with the potential to capture large areas of a slide utilizing robotic microscopy. This system utilized a robot–microscope–computer combination to create a mosaic pattern of image tiles that produced a composite “slide image”. While this early system was groundbreaking, it was limited by the length of time it took to scan a slide and the fact that it captured only a single extended field (commonly referred to as a “static image”). The next major development in WSI was followed by the advent of an automated, high-speed system created by Interscope Technologies. Their aim was to produce a system capable of capturing entire slides at high resolution but in a time-efficient fashion and with reasonable operating costs. Their success ushered in a new era, as soon thereafter a torrent of automated, affordable WSI scanners became commercially available.

Most modern WSI instruments today are capable of producing high-resolution digital slides in the span of minutes (or less). WSI devices have a wide range of appearances and functionality, geared to meet the needs of a large and diverse consumer market base. Some scanners have a small desktop footprint, designed to scan only a limited number of slides, while other larger instruments can accommodate hundreds of glass slides. Slides, including tissue microarrays, can be loaded into trays, racks, or carousels. In fact, larger scanners may have a “hotel” that holds many slide trays. There are

Table 1 Present-day commercially available whole slide imaging (WSI) scanners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>WSI scanner model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3DHistech</td>
<td>Pannoramic SCAN II, 250 Flash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DigiPath</td>
<td>PathScope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamamatsu</td>
<td>NanoZoomer RS, HT, and XR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>TISSUEscope 4000, 4000XT, HS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leica*</td>
<td>ScanScope AT, AT2, CS, FL, SCN400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikroscan</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympus</td>
<td>VS120-SL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omnyx</td>
<td>VL4, VL120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerkinElmer</td>
<td>Lamina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>Ultra-Fast Scanner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakura Finetek</td>
<td>VisionTek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unic</td>
<td>Precice 500, Precice 600x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventana**</td>
<td>iScan Coreo, iScan HT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeiss</td>
<td>Axio Scan.Z1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Leica was formerly known and operated as Aperio; **Ventana was formerly known and operated as Bioimagene.
### Table 2 Selected commercial WSI systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>3DHistech</th>
<th>DigiPath</th>
<th>Hamamatsu</th>
<th>Huron</th>
<th>Leica</th>
<th>Olympus</th>
<th>Omnyx</th>
<th>PerkinElmer</th>
<th>Philips</th>
<th>Sakura</th>
<th>Ventana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Panoramic 250 Flash</td>
<td>PathScope</td>
<td>Nanozoomer XR</td>
<td>TISSUEscope Scanner</td>
<td>ScanScope AT Turbo</td>
<td>VS120-SL</td>
<td>VLI 20</td>
<td>Lamina</td>
<td>Ultra-Fast Scanner</td>
<td>VisionTek M6</td>
<td>iScan HT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging mode(s)</td>
<td>Bright field, fluorescent</td>
<td>Bright field</td>
<td>Bright field, optional fluorescent</td>
<td>Bright field</td>
<td>Bright field</td>
<td>Bright field</td>
<td>Bright field, fluorescent</td>
<td>Bright field</td>
<td>Bright field</td>
<td>Bright field</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slide capacity</td>
<td>250 slides</td>
<td>2, 4, or 200 slides</td>
<td>320 slides</td>
<td>12 and optional 300 slides</td>
<td>400 slides</td>
<td>100 slides</td>
<td>120 slides</td>
<td>250 slides</td>
<td>300 slides</td>
<td>4 slides</td>
<td>400 slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image capture magnification</td>
<td>26×, 41×, 52×</td>
<td>2×, 4×, 10×, 20×, 40×, 60×</td>
<td>20× or 40×</td>
<td>2.5×, 5×, 10×, 20×, 40×</td>
<td>20× or 40×</td>
<td>2×, 4×, 10×, 20×, 40×</td>
<td>40× or 60×</td>
<td>20× or 40×</td>
<td>40×</td>
<td>2.5×, 5×, 10×, 20×, 40×, 63×</td>
<td>40×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image capture resolution</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>20×: 0.50</td>
<td>20×: 06</td>
<td>20×: 0.50</td>
<td>20×: 0.25</td>
<td>20×: 0.50</td>
<td>20×: 0.33</td>
<td>20×: 0.275</td>
<td>20×: 0.1375</td>
<td>20×: 0.244</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital slide format</td>
<td>MRXS, JPG, and JPSG2000</td>
<td>JPG</td>
<td>JPG</td>
<td>BigTIFF, DICOM compliant</td>
<td>TIFF (SV)</td>
<td>VSI, TIFF</td>
<td>RTS</td>
<td>MRXS, JPG, JPSG2000, JPG XR encoding</td>
<td>BigTIFF, TIFF, JPSG2000</td>
<td>BIF, TIFF, JPSG2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer support</td>
<td>Z-stack or extended focus</td>
<td>Z-stack</td>
<td>Z-stack or extended focus</td>
<td>Z-stack or extended focus</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Z-stack or extended focus</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Z-stack</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcode support</td>
<td>1D, 2D</td>
<td>1D, 2D</td>
<td>1D, 2D</td>
<td>1D, 2D</td>
<td>1D, 2D</td>
<td>1D, 2D</td>
<td>1D</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1D, 2D</td>
<td>1D, 2D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special features</td>
<td>Continuous loading</td>
<td>Manual and automated scanning</td>
<td>Quality scoring and intelligent rescans</td>
<td>Automated scanning</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Automated scanning</td>
<td>LCD touchscreen operation, continuous loading</td>
<td>Autofluorescence reduction technology</td>
<td>LCD touchscreen</td>
<td>Multiple remote live slide review</td>
<td>Integrated LCD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Every attempt was made to include accurate data in this table at the time of writing this article. However, as products continue to be developed by the manufacturers, there may be slight changes to some of these features. “Slide capacity” refers to the total number of slides that can be loaded at one time for scanning. “Scanning speeds listed are for 15 mm × 15 mm area (bright field); “*resolutions listed are in microns/pixel; “Information unavailable.

Abbreviations: WSI, whole slide imaging; 1D, one dimensional; 2D, two dimensional; DICOM, Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine; LCD, liquid-crystal display.
WSI scanners (Figure 2) designed to scan whole mount glass slides (e.g., 8” × 6” slides, such as brain or complete prostate gland sections). It is important to note that some glass slides (e.g., very thick or broken slides) may fail automated scanning and may need to be reloaded more than once to allow manual scans. This failure to scan and/or rescanning rate is an important factor for customers to consider when purchasing a scanner. Some scanners offer an integrated rescanning feature (e.g., NanoZoomer-XR).

A whole slide scanner is, in essence, a microscope under robotic and computer control. This is attached to a highly specialized camera(s) containing advanced optical sensors. The essential components of a WSI scanner, no matter how complex, include the following: 1) a microscope with lens objectives, 2) light source (bright field and/or fluorescent), 3) robotics to load and move glass slides around, 4) one or more digital cameras for image capture, 5) a computer, and 6) software to manipulate, manage, and view digital slides. Some devices have dynamic prefocusing functionality, which utilizes one camera to focus and another for scanning. This helps speed up the scanning process. Only a limited number of scanners offer both dry scanning and oil immersion, such as the Aperio CSO scanner designed for hematopathology and microbiology. The robotics in these units are capable of traversing glass slides at speeds upwards of 180 mm/s. Robotics are key to avoid breaking slides, for stage accuracy, and for dependable objective switching. Not all scanners may be wet slide compatible or are able to scan slides without coverslips. WSI instruments that require glass slides to be loaded in a vertical position (as opposed to lying flat) are less likely to be able to accommodate wet slides with recently applied mounting medium (e.g., Leica ScanScope). Certain devices (e.g., VisionTek) require the glass slide–coverslip interface for focusing when scanning slides. Modern WSI devices may also incorporate nontraditional optics and illumination techniques (e.g., confocal microscopy).

Slides can be scanned manually or automatically (i.e., walk-away functionality). Several WSI instruments do batch scanning (i.e., scan one slide at a time) and continuous or random access processing (i.e., slides can be uploaded while another is being scanned). Most devices are able to read one-dimensional and two-dimensional barcodes on glass slides. Scanning speeds vary from under 1 minute to around 1–3 minutes per slide, depending on the objective magnification and number of z-stacks (plane of focus) acquired. One can choose to scan an entire glass slide or, if desired, a preselected region of interest on the slide. Certain WSI scanners are able to digitize a glass slide at various z-axes (vertical focal planes), thereby generating a multiplane image that upon viewing simulates the fine focus control of a conventional microscope. Z-stacking (described later) is a desirable feature when viewing cytology slides.

Figure 2 (Top) Huron TISSUEscope scanner that is capable of digitizing a variety of slides ranging from regular 3”×1” (75 mm × 25 mm) glass slides to (Middle) glass slides as large as 8”×6” (200 mm × 150 mm) (whole slide imaging). (Bottom) Digital whole mount brain image. (Images courtesy of Huron).
After digital data are captured via the camera’s charge-coupled device (CCD), a computer employs specialized imaging software to generate a virtual slide. Two commonly employed methods for accomplishing this task are tile-based and line-based scanning (Figure 3).

- **Tile-based scanning** utilizes a robotics-controlled motorized slide stage to obtain large numbers of square image frames, which are assembled together into a mosaic pattern. There is typically 2%–5% overlap in a given tile, thanks to the exceedingly precise saccadic movement of the slide stage. The CCD-captured tiles are then “auto-correlated” with each other to ensure proper alignment, at which point they are “stitched” together in a single, massive seamless image.

- **Line-based scanning** relies on a servomotor-based slide stage that moves in a jitter-free linear fashion along a single axis of acquisition. After numerous sequential passes at different locations on the slide, a group of images is produced in the form of long, uninterrupted strips or lines. This method of slide acquisition greatly simplifies the image alignment process, since the number of lines/tiles, and degrees of freedom associated with each, that are needed is significantly reduced.

While the computational challenge of tiling systems is much more complex than that of a line-based system, this is less of an issue with current technology, as most WSI scanners today employ computers with superior central processing units, utilize light-emitting diode (LED)-based strobe illumination to eliminate motion blur, incorporate nearly 100 frame-per-second cameras, have improved stage technology (robotics), and use advanced image acquisition algorithms. Some vendors have exploited alternative image acquisition methods such as an array microscope or independent dual sensor scanning (or continuous autofocus), which decouples image acquisition from focusing in order to promote rapid scanning.

The scanner’s image resolution (i.e., sharpness) is determined by the microscope objective used for scanning (e.g., ×20, ×40), the numerical aperture of the objective (average numerical aperture used is 0.75), and the quality of the camera’s photosensors (i.e., CCD). Although a digital image can be viewed at any magnification, enlarging an image beyond the true resolution will result in pixilation, causing the image to appear out of focus. Increasing image detail results in increasing file sizes. A typical virtual slide scanned at ×40 may produce a file several gigabytes large. Fortunately, pathology has benefited from Moore’s law and its correlates, so while increasingly enormous WSI files are being produced, the storage capacity and speed of computers to handle these files have appropriately increased as well. According to the American Telemedicine Association clinical guidelines for telepathology, it is recommended that adequate storage capacity should be in place if images are to be retained, manipulated, and retrieved. These guidelines also recommend that laboratories employ a data management system that permits short- and long-term image storage. Redundancy and backups of stored images are also important aspects of any storage solution. Based upon experience from pathology laboratories that have gone fully digital, the amount of storage needed for a fully digital pathology laboratory remains a significant obstacle, despite using lossy compression. Stathonikos et al utilized storage tiers to keep their lab’s whole slide images, with the top tier serving as a fast disk-based solution and the lower tier a tape archive where all digital slides were copied after a certain period of time. In their laboratory, slides that are scanned initially for diagnostic work get stored in short-term storage, which facilitates fast disk-based solutions for less latency in writing and retrieving. Thereafter, slides needed for second opinions or consultations are entered into long-term storage. This Dutch laboratory has also developed a procedure to purge and retain slides. Digital slides that reside in their short-term storage “expire” after a period of time and are subsequently deleted. Slides that end up in their long-term storage are retained for a longer fixed period of
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**Figure 3** (Left) Tile-based and (Middle) line-based scanning methods. (Right) Line-based scanning of an actual glass slide is shown while in progress.
Software

Software is used for image acquisition (e.g., automatic tissue detection, focus calibration, compression) and viewing images and may include applications that facilitate image management, sharing, and image analysis. Some scanners have automated quality scoring of their scanned images. Others offer user interface software to select the region of a slide to be scanned, adjust white balancing, and perform focusing. After a slide is scanned, file formatting is required to mitigate the massive size of the acquired raw, uncompressed whole slide image file. For example, a typical virtual slide that is 1,600 megapixels would require about 4.6 GB of memory.\(^\text{10}\)

The file size can vary greatly among vendors, which will impact storage costs. WSI files are significantly larger than digital image files routinely used by other health care specialties such as radiology.\(^\text{20,21}\) Therefore, compression–decompression methods, both “lossy” (e.g., JPEG2000) and “lossless” (e.g., TIFF) types, are employed to archive virtual slides. Typically, these are stored as thousands of image files spanning multiple folders. These files are then constructed into a multilayered “pyramid”, enabling optimized real-time viewing across multiple resolutions (i.e., \(x4, x20\), etc) instantaneously. Thus, for any given digital magnification, an equal or higher magnification is utilized as the data source. Consequently, decreased computational burden is required to traverse large WSI files.\(^\text{2}\) The “pyramid” encoding model produces a conserved field of view and tile size (or pixel count). The former is favored due to current limitations and monitor display technology, and also since it most accurately replicates the manner of slide viewing that conventional microscopy offers (i.e., increasing power/magnification increases the resolution).

Software utilized to navigate digital slides is commonly referred to as an image viewer. It allows users to view and navigate (pan and zoom) virtual slides on a digital screen, reproducing the traditional light microscopy experience in digital format.\(^\text{14}\) WSI viewers enable users to navigate virtual slides at various magnifications. Viewers also offer numerous secondary functions not currently offered by traditional microscopes. These additional functions range from basic offerings like viewing slides at unconventional magnifications (i.e., \(1\times\)) to annotation tools (e.g., measurements, overlay text/objects) and more sophisticated features such as image analysis. Some systems also offer teleconferencing tools for simultaneous virtual slide viewing by multiple remote users. Certain image viewers allow simultaneous view of many slides with synchronized navigation. Image analysis software and open source tools (e.g., ImageJ) may fail to open very large virtual slides. Fortunately, some investigators have developed cross-platform open source software tools (e.g., NDPITools, NDPI-Splitter, Snapshot Creator) to overcome these limitations.\(^\text{22,23}\) NDPITools, for example, allows digital images in NDPI format to be converted to standard TIFF files by creating mosaics (i.e., dividing huge images into smaller ones). By splitting large images, such tools facilitate image analysis. The development of other vendor-neutral software is discussed later. Not all viewers are compatible with mobile device use (e.g., iPad). Web-based software provided by some vendors supports the deployment of local and cloud-based solutions. At present, not all scanners have software that easily integrates with laboratory information systems.

Clinical applications

WSI has been used for a wide variety of clinical purposes, including telepathology for primary diagnosis, consultation (second opinions), and remotely interpreting frozen sections. Whole slide images have also been used for remotely viewing immunostains, showcasing pathology slides at tumor boards, saving selected consult slides before they are returned, archiving slides before they get sacrificed to use cellular material for molecular studies, and performing image analysis. Several authors have reported their outcomes using WSI for both primary and secondary (consultation) diagnosis. In general, these publications show good diagnostic concordance between WSI and glass slides.\(^\text{24–31}\) While most of these papers show that diagnoses can indeed be rendered by WSI, an error rate of approximately 1%–5% for WSI does exist. It should be noted, however, that there is also a low baseline discrepancy rate even for glass-to-glass slide review. Discrepancies between WSI and glass slide review have been ascribed mostly to inferior image quality and the user’s lack of WSI experience. Moreover, specific microscopic details (e.g., mitotic figures, eosinophils) were reported to be difficult to identify. The time required to review digital slides seems to be a recurring theme in many of these papers. Since smaller specimens (e.g., biopsies) occupy less area on a slide, they are generally easier to scan. It takes less time to digitize small areas of interest than an entire glass slide. Also, with large specimens, tissue sections on the slide may extend beyond the coverslip, making it hard to focus. However, it is important to be aware that very small pieces of tissue may not always...
be captured with WSI, especially with faint staining. Studies have been published demonstrating that WSI can be effectively used for diagnostic cases where a minimum amount of tissue (eg, needle biopsy) is available.\textsuperscript{32} Since 2006, the University Health Network in Toronto, Canada, implemented WSI telepathology for remote, primary frozen-section diagnoses of small neurosurgical specimens (<10 mm). In their experience, smaller specimens proved more amenable for the purposes of remote telepathology: >90% of specimens were single pieces of tissue that could be entirely embedded, thus simplifying the workflow. By 2011, this institution had logged more than 2,000 cases with a ≤5% deferral rate and ≤2% discrepancy rate when comparing WSI diagnoses with conventional light microscopy diagnoses.\textsuperscript{4} At Kalmar County Hospital in Linköping, Sweden, ergonomic reasons served as the primary catalyst for employing WSI. This program has displayed continued success with large-scale WSI implementation for routine diagnostic work. WSI has been deployed for virtually all histopathology spanning two separate laboratories, which have cumulatively scanned more than half a million slides as of 2013.\textsuperscript{34} In 2010, a medium-sized Dutch laboratory at Atrium Medical Center in Heerlen, the Netherlands, scanned around 20% of their surgical pathology cases and reported an 82.1% concordance rate between WSI and glass slide diagnoses.\textsuperscript{35} Many other studies have likewise verified these findings, promoting the use of WSI for diagnostic purposes. Systems capable of digitizing entire peripheral blood smears (eg, CellaVision Automated Digital System\textsuperscript{9}) have also emerged as a novel mechanism to automatically locate and preclassify digital images of blood cells, as well as facilitate their remote interpretation (ie, telehematology).\textsuperscript{25}

WSI is a useful tool for cytopathology. However, it is currently being used more for educational purposes than for routine diagnostic work.\textsuperscript{34} This is because scanning cytology slides is difficult if they contain thick smears or if specimens have three-dimensional (3D) cell groups (eg, Pap tests). This may explain why some WSI-related cytopathology studies have highlighted the underperformance of virtual slides compared with glass slides when images were captured over a narrow focal range.\textsuperscript{35} To overcome this “focusing” challenge, some WSI scanners provide z-axis scanning. Z-stacking involves scanning a glass slide at different focal planes along the vertical z-axis and stacking the images on top of each other to produce a composite multiplane image.\textsuperscript{36,37} Table 2 lists some WSI scanners that offer z-stacking capability. Z-stack scanning, however, takes longer and produces larger digital files. An alternative is to use an extended focusing algorithm. With this method, multiple smaller scanned images (each at an optimal focal plane) get assembled into a composite image. These are quicker to acquire and of smaller file size than multiplane virtual images. Another challenge in cytology is the need to effectively, easily, and systematically screen an entire slide. Screening depends largely on the viewing software and features that facilitate navigation and annotation and that confirm complete slide coverage. Using a computer mouse for this purpose is tedious. Hence, more studies are needed to evaluate alternative methods of navigating digital slides, such as the use of trackballs, touch pads, gaming station controllers, touchscreen monitors, and powerwalls. One study to date has reported success using a prototype ultrahigh-speed WSI viewer based on the Sony PlayStation\textsuperscript{23} with wireless controllers.\textsuperscript{38}

WSI provides a platform to employ image algorithms that can accurately and reproducibly analyze immunohistochemical studies. Fine et al\textsuperscript{19} investigated the role of WSI in immunohistochemistry as early as 2006. Others have since demonstrated similarly promising results. Today, WSI platforms have become widely exploited in mammary biomarker analysis (ie, HER2/Neu, estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, and Ki-67 quantification).\textsuperscript{40} WSI also enables the analysis of immunofluorescent studies. Compared with immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence offers more reproducible quantification of labeled proteins and multiplexing, both of which facilitate automated analysis. WSI is also amenable to multispectral imaging, which can provide invaluable spectral–spatial information.\textsuperscript{41} Additional WSI-related technologies currently under investigation include automated image analysis tools for computer-assisted diagnosis.\textsuperscript{41–43} Combining WSI with image analysis tools allows users to leverage technology to perform tasks that were previously too cumbersome or even impossible for humans to undertake manually. Examples include:

- high-throughput morphologic analysis of cases to quantitatively and reproducibly measure histologic structures such as tumors;\textsuperscript{44}
- automated grading of tumors to reduce variability encountered with manual grading;\textsuperscript{45} and
- automated selection of desired regions of interest, such as hot spots (most active areas in proliferative rate).\textsuperscript{46}

**Clinical validation**

Validation of WSI is important to evaluate the performance of a WSI system for intended clinical use. For WSI, validation refers to the demonstration of equivalent diagnostic performance between digital slides and glass slides examined...
using a conventional light microscope. A clinical validation study in the laboratory requires documentation of the process involved and the results obtained. The results of a validation study comparing digital slides with glass slides typically measure diagnostic concordance between these two modalities. The study design, technology used, and user training may all influence concordance. A very complicated study that uses low-end computers and pathologists inexperienced at reading digital images may negatively impact concordance. Of note, even glass-to-glass slide comparative studies can yield discrepancies due to observer variability and increasing case difficulty. Several guidelines have been developed that address WSI validation, including the College of American Pathologists (CAP) recommendations for validating WSI for diagnostic purposes. According to the CAP, validation of the entire WSI system that involves trained pathologists should be performed in a manner that emulates the laboratory’s actual clinical environment. The CAP recommends including at least 60 routine cases per application to assess intraobserver diagnostic concordance between digitized and glass slides, viewed at least 2 weeks apart. The cases selected, which may each include more than one slide, should reflect the spectrum and complexity of specimen types and diagnoses likely to be encountered during routine operation.

Nonclinical applications

WSI is frequently used for numerous educational activities, including multidisciplinary graduate and professional education, virtual tracking/tutoring, performance improvement programs, and medical examinations, and is being incorporated as “illustrations” in journal articles and textbooks. In these settings, virtual slides offer several advantages over conventional glass slides. Digital slides are more interactive, instantaneously available to multiple remote users, can be easily annotated, and promote standardization of training materials (ie, identical slide sets are available for all trainees). For proficiency testing, digital slides are logistically easier to send to multiple sites than glass slides. Glass slides on the other hand require expensive light microscopes, physically degrade over time (eg, loss of staining), and cannot be instantaneously viewed or shared with multiple remote users. Furthermore, with glass slides, certain types of cases are often not incorporated into teaching sets, such as exotic/rare specimens, cytology slides, and small biopsies with scant amounts of material where recuts cannot be obtained, as well as consult slides that must be returned. With WSI platforms, the highest-quality slides of the most representative sections can easily be archived for educational purposes in a virtual slide format that will not fade, break, or get lost. However, current limitations of WSI also hold true in the educational setting. Indeed, many users are dissatisfied with current viewing speeds and find viewing software counterintuitive to use. Also, there may be an annoying lag when viewing images, especially when working with massive file sizes over slow networks.

WSI is slowly becoming more relevant for clinical trials. Currently, clinical trials utilize clinicopathological review (aka “central pathology review”) to ensure proper classification of cases and lower diagnosis discrepancy rates and to unify target patient populations within the trial inclusion criteria. Many of these trials rely on physically mailing slides to different centers for examination by conventional light microscopy, which takes time and impedes the trial. WSI provides a dramatically streamlined alternative, which substantially reduces the turnaround time required for multiple slide reviews. With a similar approach, pathology and biomedical communities could reap great benefits by using WSI technology to create enormous image repositories. Large WSI repositories could enable increased peer review of scientific studies and validation of published virtual slide collections and create valuable data for concordance studies and image analysis algorithm development.

Recent advances

On the clinical front, WSI has instigated several global digital pathology networks, allowing users around the world to connect and leverage the internet and cloud-based solutions. Researchers and WSI vendors are also vigorously working to improve WSI platforms, develop new technology, and create “killer app” functionality. Some recent advances include the use of a high-definition hematoxylin and eosin test for digital pathology, color calibration slide to promote color standardization in WSI, and vendor-neutral viewers (eg, OpenSlide). Tissue folds have a negative impact on the quality of virtual slide images and may interfere with image analysis algorithms. Researchers have created software (eg, Histostitcher) that generates a pseudo whole mount section by stitching together smaller individual images. This is especially helpful if one does not have the capability to prepare and/or digitize whole mounts. Software is also available to align whole slide images of serial sections. This allows users to perform virtual double staining and colocalize biomarkers. The introduction of sophisticated software tools that use serial whole slide images to generate and manipulate 3D structures has many applications. With
3D images, researchers are able to better reconstruct and visualize structures, determine positional relationships between areas of interest and their surrounding structures, as well as obtain new measurements (eg, volumetric data). Better integration of WSI with clinical systems is needed to improve the widespread adoption of digital pathology. Some laboratories have successfully accomplished such integration. For example, in collaboration with several vendors, the Department of Pathology at the Washington University School of Medicine in the US established a model of “one-stop shopping” by developing an automatic in-house interface between their lab information system and WSI imaging software. Bioinformatics solutions are being created that support the integration of heterogeneous datasets including clinical, next-generation sequencing, and imaging data. Novel whole slide image acquisition methods using innovative optics and also mobile devices have significant implications for WSI. For example, the Fourier pychographic microscopy method has been used to rapidly stitch together thousands of low-resolution images to produce a wide-field, high-resolution image. This technology could drastically reduce the amount of time needed to scan a whole slide by several orders of magnitude.

Conclusion
WSI technology has matured enormously. Whole slide images have offered the pathology community novel clinical, nonclinical, and research image-related applications. WSI platforms have the potential to improve diagnostic accuracy, increase workflow efficiency, balance workloads, better integrate images with information systems, and financially enhance return on investment. As more image analysis algorithms and computer-assisted diagnosis tools get developed and validated for clinical use, they will empower pathologists to become more efficient, precise, and reproducible at quantifying prognostic biomarkers like HER2. Standardization is needed for preimaging steps (eg, consistent staining, optimal slide preparation without artifacts), image acquisition (eg, optimal resolution, number of z-stacks, and interval space), postimaging processes (eg, color calibration), and sharing/transmission of digital images (eg, interoperable file formats, vendor agnostic viewers). Albeit slow, efforts with Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) are underway to help standardize the use of WSI in pathology. However, the adoption of WSI by pathologists worldwide has been slow for several reasons, including limiting technology, image quality, shortcomings to scan all materials (eg, cytology, microbiology), the cost of these systems and digital slide storage, their inability to handle high-throughput routine work, regulatory barriers in certain countries, user-unfriendly ergonomics, and pathologists’ reluctance to use WSI. Nonetheless, we believe that all of these challenges are solvable and anticipate that WSI will continue to transform the practice of pathology and hopefully catalyze further novel applications that will benefit our field and the patients we serve.
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